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Abstract
Title: Fashion Killa: A study on teenager’s attitudes towards luxury fashion clothing brands.
Bachelor Thesis 15HP in Business Economics (Marketing)
Halmstad University School of Business, Engineering and Science
Supervisor: Thomas Helgesson
Examiner: Venilton Reinert
Purpose: The purpose of this essay is to examine the underlying factors that affect teenager’s
attitudes towards luxury fashion clothing brands.
Research question: What are the underlying factors that affects the attitudes of teenager´s
towards luxury fashion clothing brands?
Literature review: The literature review introduces the theories and previous findings
regarding the underlying factors that can be connected to our research question and explanation
on the chosen generations as this study is supposed to relate to.
Frame of reference: In these sections, our main investigation topic will be explained briefly
what literatures explain and approach this matter. Our investigation topic “attitudes” have a
meaningful role in this paper and it is defined in these sections as well is our choice of model.
In the end of this chapter, we present our hypothesis which is based on our chosen model.
Method: Based on the literature review and frame of reference a quantitative study was created
where 408 Swedish respondents within the generation Z participated.
Empirical findings: The survey consisted of 25 statements and questions as regard to our
theories and could easily be connected to our chosen model. A Likert-scale from 1-5 was used
so the respondents easy could fill in on what level they agreed or disagreed to.
Conclusion: The conclusion on this study is that affect which are one of the three components
that builds up attitudes. It is the component that positively influence teenagers the most. We
can also see that social media have a great positive impact on their attitudes followed by luxury
marketing and psychological benefits.
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1.

Introduction

In these sections, we will introduce the subject of this study alongside with the background to
the subject. The background consists many aspects which explains the subject. Further
discussion of the investigated problem will take place here and at last end with the purpose of
the study as well as delimitations for this study.

1.1. Background
The market of luxury goods has always been an important part for us humans for centuries. It
has played significant role in history of the great civilizations such as the Greek-, Roman- and
Egyptian empires. Fashion have been a key to social element that reflected the society through
accessories, apparel and cosmetics. The great differences between social classes the
consumption of luxury goods was only limited for the noble classes. (Okonkwo, 2007)
The last decades, the sector of luxury goods has been through a large change. The entry barrier
that for so long have been high has been lowered driven with help of the globalization and the
internet. It means that luxury goods now are available to an increased number of consumers.
(Okonkwo, 2007)
Gucci is one luxury fashion house that have had a remarkable success over the last years. Their
sales revenue has been reported to have increased in the first quarter of 2018 by 48,7%
compared to the same period last year. The key to success has been the generation Millennials
and generation Z. (Diane Primo, 2018, 2th of November) It is well known that luxury is
expensive and have been limited for noble classes with a big amount of funds (Okonkwo,
2007).
Luxury companies such as Gucci, is taking advantage of this by using luxury marketing. Gucci
have embraced this and made this to a strategy during the last year. Gucci´s total sale in 2017
was made by 50% of generation Millennials and generation Z. The famous brand Saint Laurent
have also made a significant progress. They had a total sale to generation Millennials and
generation Z, up to 65% in year 2017 (Danziger, 2017, 16th of November). Both of these brands
are owned by the fashion group Kering S.A. which contains several other brands in the same
segment, such as Balenciaga, Stella McCartney and others. The attractiveness of couture is
much higher than it ever has been and especially to the younger ages. Kerings attempts to take
advantage of the spending power of so called generation Millennial and generation Z, it has
been a strong strategy and turned up incredible successful. The availability and now low barrier
to acquire luxury products have made the sales of famous fashion clothing brand increase in a
very rapid pace. The Kering brands have never seen this big total sale and especially not to the
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amount of younger people says Francois-Henri Pinault CEO of Kering S.A. (Marion Lory and
Gemma Acton, 2017, 27th of July).
Adolescence is associated with change and transformation. Our body, mind and soul are
simultaneously being shaped during these years. At the same time, teenagers are trying to
define their identity and constantly relate to others (Gulland, 2006; Gil, Dwivedi & Johnson,
2017). Previously, teens were not seen as important consumers because they did not have a
high income, but because they hardly have any expenses, they have a more available income
(Zollo, 1999). Historically, teenagers have also been a target group that has been infamous hard
to reach (Zollo, 1999), but now with social media, companies have find a great way to reach
them (Williams 2015). In this regard, teenager’s consumer behavior has because of this become
an interesting research area.
Choosing the right marketing strategy, companies can affect individual’s attitudes towards an
object. Attitudes has various definitions, Fishbein & Ajzen (1975) defined the concept as
“learned predisposition to respond in a consistently favorable or unfavorable manner with
respect to a given object”. We form attitudes over time and they satisfy an individual motive
as well it affects our buying habits (Solomon, 2008). Marketing that is customized for the target
group can easier have an impact on consumers attitudes. A person’s attitude can change several
times during its lifetime, therefore marketing is one factor that have a significant impact on
consumers attitudes (Westberg, 2004). They can either have a positive, negative or neutral
attitude towards an object (Opatow, 1966). The change and growth of an attitude is shaped by
different types of underlying factors. For instance, some important underlying factors
connected to attitudes among teenagers towards luxury fashion clothing brands are: Social
media marketing, psychological benefits and peer pressure, luxury marketing and among many
other.
Regarding to the underlying factors and social media marketing teenagers are currently
perceived as important consumers since their income has grown over the years (Moses, 2000).
According (Williams, 2015) that wrote an article in New York Times that generation Z is more
influential to marketing than other generations. They have been born into a world with
smartphones and constantly exposed for trends. Many of them don't know about a world
without social media and smartphones (Williams, 2015; Barker, Roberts, Zahay, Bormann &
Barker 2017). A significant number of companies using social media marketing today as a
strategy to reach out to their market segment and new potential customers. This is a clever
strategy that contributes to brand awareness, brand recognition and brand recall. (Gunelius,
2011; Alves et al. (2016). Social media empowers companies to customize their marketing
more specific. By using the new marketing method such as social media marketing, it provides
the opportunity for companies to use Influencer marketing. By taking advantage of influencers
as a strategy in marketing they can impact a significant amount of new and existing customers.
(Tuten & Solomon, 2013) Companies that want to target an audience that contains generation
Z and generation Millennials, can use social media marketing and influencer marketing. They
have been born and raised with social media and smartphones and are more influential to
marketing than others. (Williams, 2015 et al.; Barker, Roberts, Zahay, Bormann & Barker
2

2017) Using social media and influencers are a great way to market luxury products. These
type of marketing is easier to target the specific target group and delivers a customized content.
(Bell, 2012; Charest, Bouffard & Zajmovic, 2016) By using both influencer marketing and
social media marketing, companies have a method to impact consumers attitudes. Especially
on teenagers that are more influential than others.
As Gulland (2006) and Gil et al. (2017) argues for teenagers that they are changing and
transforming in their body and mind empowers what Williams (2015) argues for that they also
are more influential. Teenagers tend to feel a bit lost in their mind and they have still not figured
out who they are and what to become. Such how they seek after things to fit in and create a
good self-esteem. Peer pressure is something that can affect us individuals to do things we
normally would not do, especially teenagers. They can easier fall for peer pressure because
they have a desire of be liked or not be ridiculed (Wooten, 2006). According to Maslow’s
model “Hierarchy of Needs”, people that have fulfilled the fundamental stages at the bottom
of this pyramid will automatically strive to reach higher levels. Luxury goods can as argued
above give the consumer an increase of self-esteem and prestige. Young, poor, rich or
whatever, it does not matter according to Estéve (2016, 21st of November), we purchase luxury
goods by reasons of showing off, earn a higher status among social groups or simply only to
give the consumer a feeling that he/she have accomplished something and increase the selfesteem.
According to Elliot and Leonard (2004) clothing is an object that teenagers find most status
elevation in. Luxury clothes are known for having a high status and are often consumed for
reasons to impress others. (Fionda & Moore, 2009; Truong et al., 2008) Objects that classifies
as luxury is not only giving the consumer a higher status/prestige among their social life, it also
instantly gives the consumer a dopamine kick and increasing the consumer’s self-esteem with
a rapidly effect (Vanessa Page, 2018, 19th of October; Amaldoss & Jain, 2005) Vanessa (2018)
argues that even poor people tend to buy luxury items just of that reason that it increases your
self-esteem and prestige.

1.2. Problem Discussion
Attitudes towards objects is nothing that you are born with, it is learned and developed in the
line with the individual’s lifetime. It can be changed several times and marketing strategies
have a significant impact in how people’s attitudes towards a particular brand is received.
(Westberg, 2004) Due to these big changes in life, we have chosen to focus on teenagers who
are in a major development phase. Teenagers are often associated with change and
transformation in body, memory and soul. (Gulland 2006; Gil et al. 2012) With that said, the
teenagers are perceived as uncertain, in both social and personal identity, as a consequence,
peer pressure has a major impact on attitudes in consumption of luxury goods. (Gil et al. 2012;
Heaney, Goldsmith & Jusoh 2005) We have therefore chosen to focus on luxury products as it
has a strong connection to social and personal identity. We perceive that there is a difficulty
understanding teenager’s attitudes towards luxury fashion clothing brands.
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The market of luxury goods is continuing to expand in a rapid pace. There are several indicators
that points on generation Millennials and generation Z. These two generations have a huge
interest of buying luxury products, or more specific luxury fashion goods. Luxury fashion
goods is a trend that people have striving to achieve and it has always been since the great
civilizations. (Okonkwo, 2007)
Teenagers have under the last decade been increasingly important consumers (Dryl &
Kozlowski, 2016). LaFerle, Edwards, & Lee, (2000) shows that in the year 2000 there were
not much research done on teens and their motives of spending money. However, more
researches have been done since then, but there is still a lack of knowledge about teens and
their spending motives (Dryl et al. 2016). The lack of knowledge of how teenagers create and
evolve their attitudes towards fashion luxury clothing brands, makes studies like this interesting
for both companies and for future researches.
The world sees teenagers as a very important market, both because of their current consumer
spending power and their future spending as adults (Moses, 2000). As argued above there have
been and still is a complexity in the understanding how to reach teenagers as a market segment.
It may have become easier today with the help of social media to reach and affect their attitudes.
Teenagers strive to get attention among others and receive feedback (Tari, 2011). The strong
usage of social media of generation Z make them vulnerable to influence and peer pressure that
can have a significant impact on their attitudes towards a specific brand. Social media
marketing is proven to be deeply influential in how customers make their purchase decision.
(Husain et al. 2016) According to Williams (2015), teenagers are more influential to marketing
than other generations and therefore the heavy usage of social media may have a connection
with teenager’s attitudes towards luxury fashion clothing brands that are marketed over social
media. This is a connection that goes hand in hand with our purpose and something that this
research will investigate in.
The ABC-Model of attitudes will be used to locate teenager’s attitudes towards luxury fashion
clothing brands. This model will help us by looking at the three different components that
create an attitude: Affect, Behavior and Cognition. (Askegaard, Bamossy, Hogg & Solomon
2013) This will help us examine the underlying factors that affect the attitudes of teenagers
towards luxury fashion clothing brands.

1.3. Purpose
The purpose of this essay is to examine the underlying factors that affects the attitudes of
teenagers towards luxury fashion clothing brands
This purpose has led us to the research question: What are the underlying factors that affects
the attitudes of teenagers towards luxury fashion clothing brands?
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1.4. Delimitations
We have chosen to study the underlying factors that affects attitudes of teenagers towards
luxury fashion clothing brands. We have limited the study to only a few underlying factors and
theories. However, all the underlying factors will not be discussed, we will only focus on three
important underlying factors that influence them such as, social media marketing,
psychological benefits and peer pressure as well as luxury marketing.
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2.

Literature review

In these sections, an explanation to the chosen generations is given as well as sub theories that
explain our main theories and chosen model that are introduced in the next chapter.

2.1. Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs
Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs is a theory that is building on the old drive theory which argues
that humans have different types of physiological needs. When we have not satisfied our needs,
we feel an energy called “drive” which motivates us to satisfy our needs or at least reduce them
(Kardes, Cronley & Cline, 2011). A drive reflects a “need” and can be defined as something
that a person finds essential for its existence and/or well-being (Taormina, Gao, 2013).
Abraham Maslow argued that we have additionally needs above our physiological needs.
Maslow suggested that there are five stages of needs that are hierarchically organized (Mathes,
1981). According to Maslow after our basic needs are satisfied, our drive starts to satisfy higher
needs. The needs we want to satisfy after physiological are safety and security (Kardes et al.
2011). After safety and security, we start the pursue to satisfy next hierarchically needs, which
are belongingness, (also called “love needs”). Maslow argued that when our physiological,
safety and security needs are reduced, we start our drive to accomplish relations with people in
general (Taormina et al. 2013). When our needs for belongingness and love have been reduced,
we are climbing higher in the hierarchy to satisfy next type of needs, which is esteem (Kardes
et al. 2011). This level of needs has a logical connection from the level of belongingness
because both of them involve social interactions. Humans need others to interact with them to
feel good about themselves within a network of social relationships. This may even satisfy our
need for self-esteem (Taormina et al. 2013). The last level of needs is the most difficult one to
reduce or satisfy. It is self-actualization needs where people trying to feel arrived and totally
satisfied. Important to have in mind is that the different types of hierarchical levels are
interacting with each other, and a need cannot be fully satisfied. The needs of the lower levels
have not been accomplished, the needs above cannot be satisfied (Kardes et al. 2011; Taormina
et al. 2013) According to Mathes (1981), a value of this theory is that it can be used as a guide
for how to live. Early in life people should create a basis for physiological survival and safety.
After that people seek friends, accomplish achievements and finally self-actualization.

2.2. Luxury
For start luxury is not easily defined and there is no specific way to define it (Berthon, Pitt,
Parent & Berthon, 2009; Kapferer, 2012; Wiedmann, Hennigs, Siebels, 2009; Stiehler, Tinson
2015). It’s not just about describing a products characteristics and price, but also what the
product does and provides to the customer (Berthon et al., 2009). According to Tynan,
McKechnie & Chhuon (2009), luxury brands can be defined as high quality, expensive and
non-essential products and services that appear to be rare, exclusive, prestigious, and authentic
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and offer high levels of symbolic and emotional/hedonic values through customer experiences.
Another way to look at luxury is to divide it in three parts: functional, symbolic and
experiential. Functional means what the product actually can do and how it provides
functionality to the user. Symbolic implies what messages the product signals to the
environment about the user. Experiential is about how the user experience the product
him/herself (Berthon et al., 2009; Stiehler et al., 2015).

2.3. Generation Z
According to (Baines et al. 2011) and Forbes Magazine that made a survey about generation
Z, told that they are born between 1995 to 2010 and are the planets first global generation. The
people that concludes in generation Z have high tech in their blood and the people born after
the millennium have grown up with smartphones and the internet.
They may have high tech in their blood but a significant amount of them have complications
to combine their frequent online life with the offline life. Generation Z is experiencing a need
of making a change and constantly waiting for somebody to pay attention to them and give
feedback (Tari, 2011).

2.4. Generation Millennials
The generation Millennials are born between 1980 and 1999 according to Howe & Strauss
(2000). This makes both generation Millennials collide with generation Z. Since they collide
with each other, this study will limit millennials born from 1995 to 1999. This generation may
not be defined as the “Instagram” generation, as generation Z is, but they are still born and
raised with the evolution of the internet. They still have knowledge of how the world was before
the globalization of the internet. Apart from generation Z that have been born and raised with
smartphones and internet since early ages. (Williams, 2015)
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3.

Frame of reference

In these sections, our main investigation topic will be explained briefly what literatures explain
and approach this matter. Our investigation topic, attitudes have a meaningful role in this
paper and it is defined in these sections as well is our choice of model. In the end of this chapter,
we present our hypothesis which is based on our chosen model and the underlying factors.

3.1. Attitudes
Attitudes have a meaningful role in this paper, in these sections it will be explained briefly
what literatures explain and approach this matter. A choice of a model that argues in the matter
of building obtaining an attitude will be discussed for further analysis in upcoming sections.

3.2. What is an attitude?
The concept of attitude has various definitions, in this study the definition of attitude will be
referred to “learned predisposition to respond in a consistently favorable or unfavorable manner
with respect to a given object” (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975, p.6). In other words, according to
Fishbein et al. (1975), an attitude is a person's general feelings towards an object. A person can
have three different types of attitudes towards an object. There is possibility for several at the
same time, but one of them will be dominant. These three are: positive, negative and neutral.
(Opatow, 1966). Attitudes is something that is formed over time and satisfies an individual
motive at the same time affects the consumers buying habits (Solomon, 2008). According to
Solomon (2008) and Perner (2010) attitudes can take years to develop, but it can change in a
blink of an eye.

3.2.1. The ABC model of attitudes and hierarchies of effects
Attitudes can often be explained through three different components, Affect (A), Behavior (B)
and Cognition (C) (see figure 1). Affect is about how a consumer feels about an object.
Behavior is about what the person intends to do with the object. Finally, it is cognition that
includes the beliefs that a consumer has towards an object. All three of these components are
important when a consumer determinate an attitude towards an object, but depending on the
consumer’s motivation, there are different in how much of the three components. To
determinate how much there is of the three components, the hierarchy of effects has been
created. Within each of these hierarchies there is a fixed step sequence that describes how the
attitudes are created. The three hierarchies are “The standard learning hierarchy”, “the lowinvolvement hierarchy” and “the experiential hierarchy”. (Askegaard, Bamossy, Hogg &
Solomon 2013)
The first one “the standard learning hierarchy” (CAB) goes from: think → feel → do. This
hierarchy can be seen as the traditional way in which a consumer act based on a problem-
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solving process. It starts with a consumer acquiring knowledge of a product. The second step
is that the consumer creates a feeling about the product. The final step is that the consumer
evaluates the product based on the previous steps and takes on the product. (Askegaard et al.
2013)
The second hierarchy is the “low-involvement hierarchy” (CBA) goes from: do → feel →
Think. This process is based on the fact that a consumer begins with buying or using a product
and afterwards creates an opinion. These buying processes often take place where consumers
do not care enough about the product to compare alternatives. (Askegaard et al. 2013)
The third and last one of the hierarchies are “the experiential hierarchy” (ABC) goes from: feel
→ think → do. This is a process based on the fact that a consumer initially gets an emotional
response to a product. Within this hierarchy, the mood plays a big role in how an ad is perceived
by the consumer. This perspective illustrate that attitudes can be heavily influenced by
intangible product attributes such as packaging design and brand names. (Askegaard et al.
2013)

Figure 1. Three Hierarchies of effects. Downloaded from Consumer Behavior: A European
Perspective.

3.3. Attitude towards luxury fashion brands
Attitudes towards different objects is nothing that you are born with, they are learned and
evolved during the individual's lifetime. They can change several times and marketing
communication strategies can have a significant impact in how people's attitudes towards a
specific brand is perceived. (Westberg, 2004)
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Consumer’s attitudes towards luxury brands are not only being affected by marketing
communication strategies, but also by the struggle to fit into their social group. An attitude can
be affected by other among you and consumers want to gain acceptance by their social groups.
They can gain acceptance through the products they purchase, and luxury brands can have a
positive effect on the consumers social as well as personal identity. (Vigneron, Johnson, 2004;
Gil et al. 2012) The majority of people have a desire of wealth and show the world that you are
accepted. Consumption of luxury goods have a strong impact on how people perceive their
own wealth and have a connection to acceptance into social groups. (Gil et al. 2012)
Social media make it possible for brands to communicate with their specific customer base and
enables customers to communicate with each other. The communication helps to build brand
loyalty, apart from the more traditional methods and promotes products and services.
(Mangold, Faulds, 2009; Ismail, 2017)

3.4. Underlying factors that affect an attitude
As mentioned above, an attitude is something that you not are born with. It is learned
predispositions that can change during a lifespan. The attitudes among teenagers can vary
depending on different types of underlying factors. The underlying factors can be seen as
strategies if companies have knowledge of them. By taking advantage of the underlying factors,
companies can affect teenagers’ attitudes in a more successful way. The different types of
attitudes that our study lighten up, will be explained below.

3.4.1. Social media marketing
Social media and internet have given the society a new type of information and communication
tool, as well as new technique. It has changed the market dynamics and threaten the competitive
positions of firms and increasing the power of consumers (Alves, Fernandes & Raposo, 2016;
Porter, 2001). Social media make it possible for brands to communicate with their specific
customer base and enables customers to communicate with each other. The communication
helps to build brand loyalty, apart from the more traditional methods and promotes products
and services. (Mangold, Faulds, 2009; Ismail, 2017) It also helps to build online communities
of brands followers easier (Kaplan, Haenlein, 2010). Additionally, communications between
customers, contributes to brand awareness, brand recognition and brand recall (Gunelius, 2011;
Alves et al. 2016). By using social media, the firms can use this new method of marketing in a
more customized form. This type of marketing utilizes social network websites. The firms can
easy reach out to the customers and their aim is to create content that users of social media
websites easy can share within their own social networks, which can help a firm to evolve their
brand (Baines, Fill & Rosengren 2014).
Social media marketing takes place online on multiple social media platforms which allows
companies to set up and reach new marketing objectives. It is a more modern way to reach out
to their customers and companies are doing it by posting pictures, videos and texts that are
being shared through these platforms. All type of advertising and/or marketing that is online
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on social platforms, are included as the concept of “Social media marketing” (Husain, Ghufran,
& Chaubey, 2016). According to Shin, Han, Marhold and Kang (2017) social media have made
companies more positive against new collaborative innovation approaches. Customers are not
only seen as the final buyers, but instead as “innovation partners” (Arrigo, 2018).
Influencer marketing is a type of marketing strategy which uses so called influencers that are
influential and possesses a broad social network. Influencers have the power to impact their
followers. By using the right type of influencer that is relevant for the specific market segment,
it has led to significant successes (Tuten & Solomon, 2013). According to Tomoson (2015),
influencer marketing is the type of marketing strategy that is growing most.
According to an interview with Mark W. Schaefer, influencer marketing is a great and working
strategy to create buzz around your company and brand. Influencer marketing and social media
marketing possesses a new modern type of communication among the company, influencer and
the customer. Communication between these parties provides with valuable information that
can help the company to customize the marketing more specific against the target group that
they want to reach out to. (Bell, 2012) As said social media marketing and influencer marketing
provides to more customized content and the duplication of content is being seen more rarely
(Charest, Bouffard & Zajmovic, 2016).
Nothing will be beneficial if you don't have a plan. Social media marketing has been proven
that it is deeply influential in how customers make their purchase decisions. By using social
media in your marketing strategy, there is a huge chance for winning competitive advantages.
But it has to be done with a well thought plan. (Husain et al. 2016) Due to this, and previous
chapters, a hypothesis have been formed:
H1: Social media marketing positively affects teenager’s attitudes toward luxury fashion
clothing brands.

3.4.2. Psychological benefits and peer pressure
Peer pressure is something that influences adolescents in a variety of ways, how they dress,
what kind of music they listen to and what kind of behavior they assume in different situations
(Gil et al. 2017). It can also include risk behaviors where peer pressure can affect an adolescent
to do things they are not completely comfortable with in pressured situations to fit into a group
(Santor, Messervey & Kusumakar, 2000; Robin & Johnson, 1996).
Teenager’s is a target group that are special in that they want to create their own identity, while
at the same time it is extremely important for them to fit in (Gulland, 2006). This is important
because many teens feel that if they don’t fit in, they may end up outside the group (Gil et al.
2017; Wooten, 2006). One of the most impactful way to show status among young people is
through clothes (Gil et al. 2017; Elliott & Leonard 2004). This means that they buy specific
brands to gain support from the others in the group and impress them (Gil et al. 2017;
Prendergast and Wong, 2003).
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The consumption of luxury goods is not only giving the consumer an increased status among
their social life. Naz and Lohdi (2016) argues that luxury purchases increase the consumers
self-esteem. Low self-esteem is a factor that affect the consumer to buy luxury goods, whether
he or she will be able to afford it. Consumers that are living in poverty can buy luxury goods
for increasing their self-esteem and experience a sense of belonging. With online marketing,
luxury goods are just a click away and the consumption of luxury goods can in some way be
seen as a therapy. People want to reward themselves for their struggle at work etc. by treating
themselves to something they can’t afford. (Vanessa Page, 2018, 19th of October)
Self-esteem is a significant concept in psychology and in marketing consumer behavior it has
an important role. An understanding of the consumers behavior, can help the marketer to
manipulate a motivation/attitude, which in turn affects the customer’s actions. (Naz, Lohdi
2016) We formed a hypothesis based on the previous studies with the outset of creating a wider
understanding in how this factor can affect teenagers’ attitudes.
H2: Psychological benefits and peer pressure positively affects teenager’s attitudes toward
luxury fashion clothing brands.

3.4.3. Luxury marketing
There are countless of marketing strategies that companies use to engage consumers and sell
products. However, there are just a couple of them that works in the luxury fashion industry.
This is because the products often have high uniqueness, the target consumer have generally
higher knowledge about the product/company and therefore the marketing strategies needs to
match that as well. (Yan and Qu, 2014)
Storytelling one of the most recurrent sources to get consumers engaged with the brand
(Soloaga and Guerrero 2016). Louis Vuitton was one of the first fashion brands that started
using storytelling when they started selling travel guides. The guides emphasized the idea of
travel, which is a core value of their bags even though it had non-direct relationship with their
classic products (Soloaga et al. 2016). As a communication tool storytelling is a great way
because it gives the brand a more personal and characteristic impression (Soloaga et al. 2016).
Another strategy is to use the consumers desire for exclusivity. Exclusivity definitions are
broad but general themes of exclusivity in marketing are limited. The products can be limited
in quantity, distribution or in the time of availability. (Upshaw, Amyx & Hardy, 2017)
Exclusivity is a way for the consumer to show off their superiority toward other via
consumption. (Kim, 2014). Due to this, a third hypothesis have been created with purpose to
investigate if luxury marketing can be used as a tool for positively increasing teenager’s
attitudes toward luxury fashion clothing brands.
H3: Luxury marketing positively affects teenager’s attitudes toward luxury fashion clothing
brands.
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4.

Methodology

In this part of the study, the chosen method will be described and motivated. Advantages
respective the disadvantages with the chosen method will be discussed as well. There will exist
an explanation of the choice of topic and how the collected data have been acquired. There
will also be a short explanation for the selection of respondents. A brief description of the
reliability of the survey will be lighted up in this section as well.

4.1. Choice of topic
The choice of topic is principally based on us as authors own experience and view on a society
that constantly changing. Our thoughts and our own experiences of how the society experience
the luxury segment, placed various thoughts in our minds. The topic emerged through the time
and became a more obvious choice of topic. We started to narrow it more and more and by
looking on a behavior that we believe is contemporary for the normal working man/woman,
the topic felt more obvious. That luxury has had an important role through the history of times,
is something that there are facts on. But it has never been purchased in the large quantity that
it is today and by teenager’s. Our experience is that today’s teenagers which are included in the
generation Z, have a more positive attitude to luxury goods today, than they ever have had.
This gave us an additionally a chance to narrow the topic more to increase its uniqueness.
Summed up, the topic is based on our own experience how we perceive teenager’s shopping
behavior by luxury fashion clothing brands. We had to make a limitation which is that we will
only investigate in Swedish teenager’s attitudes towards luxury fashion clothing brands. As
well, today’s teenagers are included in the generation Z, which is why we will refer teenagers
to the whole generation Z.

4.2. Scientific method
Studies like this one have all with hundred percent certainty a thing in common. According to
Olsson and Sörensen (2011), they all either describe, predicts or changes chosen situations. To
do so for an author and a researcher, there is a depending need of data that has to be gathered.
The data can be gathered in different ways and Jacobsen (2002), argues that there are two
different methods of acquiring information. The choice stands between the qualitative method
and the quantitative method and they are each other’s opposite. Neither of them are better than
the other one, but they can be better suited in certain situations than the opposite. They present
a different purpose and the result of each one will vary.

4.2.1. Choice of Method
This study has been completed with a quantitative method as approach when acquiring the
required information for the chosen problem formulation. This mainly with the reason that this
method is the best qualified for us to reach the targeted audience and give us the most accurate
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information that we needed for our study. When we chose our topic, we knew that we would
need a lot of information from a big number of respondents. A quantitative research
methodology is adapted to analyze numeric data rather than interpret words and it is also
characterized by a deductive vision of the relation between theory and practice. The
methodology aims for increased understanding in certain phenomena. (Bryman & Bell 2015)
The quantitative method is more suited when the intention is to research a wide issue with
expectations to see the bigger picture (Jacobsen 2002). Considering that we needed a big
amount of data, as long with the other reason we did not choose the qualitative method.

4.2.2. Quantitative method
The collected data has to be relevant for the research, if it is not, it will be difficult to analyze
properly and use it for further conclusions. Mentioned in the section above, this study has used
a quantitative method considering that there is a need of a big amount of data that must be
gathered. A quantitative method is based on minimum contact with the respondents and it will
give the researcher more of an objective perspective. A quantitative method is supposed to
confirm that something is true or false. This is done by testing established hypothesis for a
further conclusion based on a great quantity of answers which can be categorized through a
few measurable variables (Olsson & Sörensen 2011). According to Alvesson and Sköldberg
(2008), the quantitative method is based on results which can be measured. By using a
quantitative method to gather primary data, it gives the researcher a lot of data from the many,
while in the other hand it doesn’t provide the researcher with that much deep information that
the qualitative method does. The different methods will give different types of results and they
can either be used separately or combined (Alvesson & Sköldberg, 2008)

4.3. Data Collection
There are two different approaches when collecting data, there are an inductive way and a
deductive way. According to Jacobsen (2002), when choosing the inductive method, you have
the approach of going from empiricism to theory. This mean that the result of the research, is
not based on previous knowledge and will not include any personal preferences. When
selecting the deductive method, it is based on the opposite way of the inductive method. It starts
from theory to empiricism. The researcher creates expectations/hypothesis of the reality and
then investigates if the expectations matches the reality or not. According to Jacobsen, (2002),
a risk with the deductive method is that personal preferences from the author, creates a research
with a result, which is aimed to support the personal preferences.
This study has used a deductive approach in such manner that we have with mainly secondary
data but also own experiences created an expectation for later on be investigated if a match
between our expectation and the reality occurs.

4.3.1. Secondary Data
The main information used in this study is secondary data which is collected and analyzed from
scientific articles and literatures. The data has also been carefully collected from a few
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electronic sources etc. The secondary data can be identified in the chapters Literature review
and Frame of reference but as well in the Methodology. Most of the gathered sources have been
found with help of using the University of Halmstads intranet. With the intranet, it gave us
access to various platforms such as ScienceDirect, Emerald Insight, ResearchGate and more.
When collecting secondary data, there is a necessity of being critical, with immediately will
give the researcher an increased reliability in his/her study. (Jacobsen, 2002)

4.3.2. Primary Data
Along with the secondary data we have added primary data that has been collected from an
internet survey. According to Jacobsen (2002), the primary data is also called as new data
which Jacobsen means that the data is collected for the first time within a research that have
not been done. The data can never be called as primary data if not the researcher have collected
the data through a primary source. There are three different ways of collecting primary data.
The researcher can either gather it from interviews, surveys or observations (Jacobsen 2002).

4.4. Summary Methodology
To quickly sum the methodology section up, we have created a ground on information based
on our collected secondary data. The information is meant to answer the study’s problem
formulation. All gathered information, gave us our purpose and due to this, a research has been
done for further conclusion in hope of solving the question/problem. Since our collected data
mainly consists of secondary data, a quantitative method was more suitable than a qualitative
method. The primary data is gathered from a conducted survey and by both comparing the
different articles and sources alongside with the new primary data, we are triangulating the
information and increasing the reliability. As well, that previous studies within the area of
attitudes towards luxury fashion clothing brands, have not had focus on teenager’s. This
increases the uniqueness of this study and makes it additionally interesting.

4.5. Survey
The primary data have been collected through a conducted survey. A survey is a great method
to collect a significant amount of data. The collected data can be categorized and measured
which helps in the analysis. Since today’s teenagers are included in generation Z we have
categorized them into the generation Z. The survey has been conducted and shared through
social media platforms since our targeted audience are located mostly on platforms such as
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram. Since the sharing is made from our own social media accounts
on the used platforms, we are limited to the Swedish respondent’s due to our network is based
on that.

4.5.1. Questionnaire construction
The chosen items in the conducted survey have carefully been chosen to match the study’s
theories. They are all constructed with a difference in how they can be explained with help of
the ABC model of attitudes. All items were created in English and then translated to our native
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language Swedish since the conducted survey lived on social media platforms in Sweden. After
shutdown on the survey, the items and all data were translated back to English for the study’s
purpose to give the international reader an opportunity for fully understanding.
When the items were created, much needed to be taken into consideration. According to
Svensson (2018), an item should contain as few words as possible and not contain any difficult
words. This is done to make it as easy as possible for the respondent to answer the questions
and eliminate that they don't have to go back and re-read the question.
All items were pre-tested with 20 respondents born in the years 1995 to 2010 since they are the
surveys most important respondent group. All pre-survey respondents gave us feedback on
each item for further increased clarity in understanding when reading each item. By conducting
a pre-survey and having the opportunity to changing the items for increased understanding, is
increasing the study’s reliability significant. Since it eliminates the chance of misunderstanding
of the items. Even if the wanted respondent group is born from 1995 to 2010, we took in
consideration to older ages for mutually exclusion.

4.6. Measures
4.6.1. Social media marketing
To test the first hypothesis if social media marketing positively affects teenager’s attitudes
toward luxury fashion clothing brands. We formed 7 items that asked the respondent if they
thought social media could influence these kinds of purchases. The items were scaled in a 1-5point scale (1=strongly disagree) and (5=strongly agree), with the exception of one item that
was formed as a yes/no question. Example on one of the items that are connected to social
media marketing is “Do you think social media can be used to influence the purchase of luxury
clothing?”.

4.6.2. Psychological benefits
To test the second hypothesis if psychological benefits positively affects teenager’s attitudes
towards luxury fashion brands. We formed 7 items that can be connected to the underlying
psychological factors that could affect a purchase of luxury clothes. The items were scaled in
a 1-5-point scale (1=strongly disagree) and (5=strongly agree). Example on one of the items
that are connected to psychological benefits is “Do you think that luxury clothing can increase
self-confident and strengthen your identity etc.”.

4.6.3. Luxury marketing
To test the third hypothesis if luxury marketing could positively affect teenagers’ attitudes
towards luxury fashion clothing brands. We formed 10 items that had a direct connection to
one of the study’s main theories. The items were scaled in a 1-5-point scale (1= strongly
disagree) and (5= strongly agree). Example on one of the items that are connected to luxury
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marketing is “Do you think that knowledge of the brand is important to appreciate luxury
clothing?”.

4.7. Selection of respondents
The selection of respondents is goal-oriented and focused on people that we considered best to
answer our questions. The research questions are supposed to investigate in teenager’s attitudes
toward a fashion luxury clothing brand. The concept “teenager” is referred as generation Z in
this study and will stretch between 1995 to 2010. Guest & Dewe (1991) argues that it is
impossible to know exactly how many answers from respondents a research need for reaching
the perfect balance between theoretical saturation and to narrow selection. However, we have
used a sample size calculator that is meant to help us determine how many respondents the
survey needs to represent all teenager’s in Sweden. According to Statistiska Centralbyrån
(2019), there are a total of 1,752,864 people that are born between 1995 and 2010. According
to Figure 2 and surveymonkey (2019), we need a sample size of 385 respondents with the
confidence level of 95% and a margin of error of 5%. What this means is that we are 95%
confident that our result represents all people born between 1995 and 2010 and therefore we
can generalize correctly in 95% of all cases. The margin of error means that by 5% we can
ensure the plausibility of every answer in this survey are relevant to the produced result of 95
+/- 5% (Jacobsen, 2002).

Figure 2: Determine Sample Size Sweden (Survey Monkey, 2019)

4.8. Credibility
There are two concepts that you can control the credibility of a study with, these are validity
and reliability. Validity explains if the study measures what it intends to measure. Within the
framework of validity, there is also the term construct validity, which refers to how well the
key subjects chosen to represent the concept to be measured. Reliability is a concept that
describes how well one can rely on the measurement that has been done and whether you are
able to replicate the study and get similar results. (Söderbom & Ulvenblad, 2016) This means
that the higher reliability the less chance to have impacted the results that emerged
(Dahmström, 2011).
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The survey was tested on a number of Swedish teenagers and then corrected to avoid
misunderstandings regarding items and definitions before the final questionnaire was sent out.
This then helped to ensure that the respondents did not have any difficulties to answer the
questionnaire. By doing this, the questionnaire actually measures what it is intended to
measure. Because of this the validity of the study has been strengthened.
Reliability may vary, since it has been difficult to get respondents evenly distributed from
Sweden. If we had been able to reach out with the survey across the whole Sweden, the result
might be different. However, by achieve 385 respondents, we are able to generalize the result
to all teenager’s in Sweden. But we are aware of the outcome could depend on geographical
trends. The purpose of the research is to examine the underlying factors of teenager’s attitudes
towards luxury fashion clothing brands, which we do not experience is something that changes
with time. Perhaps the brands that are considered luxurious or exclusive can change but not the
underlying factors that creates an attitude to luxury.
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5.

Empirical Findings

In this chapter, the quantitative data from the conducted survey will be presented. This because
of mainly giving the reader a more understanding picture on who the respondents are for this
study. The questions are combined with multiple choice and 1-5 Likert-Scale there 1 represents
“strongly disagree”, 2 represents “disagree”, 3 represents “neither”, 4 represents “agree”
and finally 5 represents “strongly agree”.

5.1. Survey data
The survey was conducted and sent to no specific gender or ages. The total respondents were
567. However, the only ages that fits for the study are the people born between 1995 to 2000
and 2001 to 2010. The total respondents in this span of ages were 408. The study needed 385
respondents for be able to generalize correctly in 95% of all cases and represent all teenagers
born between 1995 and 2010.
Gender Distribution
The gender distribution was quite close to an even spread. 170 (41,7%) of the respondents were
female, 237 (58,1%) were male and 1 (0.2%) chose other or did not want to reveal their gender.

Chart 5.1 Gender distribution
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Age
Since generation Z and generation Millennial is collapsing through the years 1995 to 1999, we
chose to place them in two different options. This can we later on use for analyzing the
difference between them. What can be seen with chart 5.2 below, there were 147 (36%) that
are born between 2000 and 2010. The rest 261 (64%) are born between 1995 and 1999.

Chart 5.2 Age distribution
Quality
“Do you consider/think that luxury clothes have good quality?”
In chart 5.3 below indications on a majority of 170 (41,7%) respondents agree with the
statement and 147 (36%) of the respondents strongly agree with the statement. 69 (16,9%) of
the respondents neither disagree or agree, 17 (4,2%) of the respondents disagree and 5 (1,2%)
of the respondents strongly disagree. Mean value (3,90)

Chart 5.3 Quality on luxury clothes
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Priceworthy
“Do you consider/think that luxury clothing generally is more priceworthy than regular branded
clothing? (ex Gucci vs Gant)”
On this item the majority of 156 (38,2%) respondents disagree with the statement and 85
(20,8%) of the respondents strongly disagree with the statement. 73 (17,9%) of the respondents
neither disagree or agree, 60 (14,7) of the respondents agree and 34 (8,3%) of the respondents
strongly agree. Mean value (2,52)

Chart 5.4 Priceworthy
Ownership of luxury clothes
“Do you consider/think that there are few people that own luxury clothes?”
The majority of 115 (28,1%) the respondents disagree on the statement and 108 (26,5%) of
them neither disagree or agree. There are also a quite large number of the respondents that
agree with the statement, matter in fact 85 (20,8%) of the respondents, which make this item
quite difficult to interpret. There is also 56 (13,7%) of the respondents that strongly disagree
and 44 (10,8%) of the respondents strongly agree. Mean value (2,87)

Chart 5.5 Ownership of luxury clothes
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Knowledge about the brand
“Do you consider/think that knowledge is important to appreciate luxury clothes?
A vast majority of 150 (36,8%) strongly agree with the statement that knowledge is important
to to appreciate luxury clothes and 126 (30,9%) agree on it. 48 (11,8%) of the respondents
neither disagree och agree, 45 (11%) of the respondents strongly disagree and 39 (9,6%) of the
respondents disagree. Mean value (3,73)

Chart 5.6 Knowledge about the brand
Trendy
“Do you consider/think that luxury clothing is trendy?”
Chart 5.7 shows that a majority of 182 (44,6%) strongly agree with the statement that luxury
clothes are trendy and secondary is 123 (30,1%) that agree on it. 62 (15,2%) neither disagree
or agree, 25 (6,1%) disagree and 16 (3,9%) strongly disagree to the statement. Mean value
(4,05)

Chart 5.7 Trendy
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Unnecessary
“Do you consider that luxury clothing has to be unnecessary, to be considered as luxurious?”
A clear majority of 181 (44,3%) respondents strongly disagree on this statement and 97 (23,7%)
of the respondents disagree. The rest can as usual be seen in the chart (chart 5.8) below. 58
(14,2%) of the respondents neither disagree or agree, 43 (10,5%) of the respondents agree and
29 (7,1%) of the respondents strongly agree to the statement. Mean value (2,12)

Chart 5.8 Unnecessary
Influence of social media
“Do you consider that social media can be used to influence the purchase of luxury clothing?”
A significant majority 320 (78,4%) of the respondents strongly agree on the statement and 68
(16,6%) of the respondents agree. 15 (3,7%) of the respondents neither disagree or agree, 3
(0,7%) of the respondents strongly disagree and 2 (0,5%) of them disagree to the statement.
Mean value (4,72)

Chart 5.9 Influence of social media
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Interest in luxury clothing
“Are you interested in luxury clothing?”
On this item the majority 126 (30,9%) of the respondents strongly agree with the statement and
109 (26,7%) of the respondents agree with the statement. 65 (15,9%) of them neither disagree
or agree, 55 (13,5%) disagree and 53 (13%) strongly disagree to the statement. Mean value
(3,49).

Chart 5.10 Interest in luxury clothing
Social media can create interest
“Do you consider that an interest in luxury clothing can be created through social media?”
On this item the majority 258 (63,2%) of the respondents strongly agree with the statement and
98 (24%) of the respondents agree with the statement. 38 (9,3%) neither disagree or agree, 11
(2,7%) disagree and 3 (0,7%) strongly disagree to the statement. This chart has mean value
(4,46).

Chart 5.11 Social media can create interest
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Feel better through luxury clothing
“Can luxury clothing make you feel better?”
Chart 5.12 indicates that a majority of 96 (23,5%) respondents strongly agree with the statement
and 90 (22,1%) of the respondents agree with the statement and 84 (20,5%) of the respondents
neither disagree or agree to the statement. 75 (18,4%) strongly disagree and 63 (15,4%) of them
disagree to the statement. Mean value (3,17)

Chart 5.12 Feel better through luxury clothing
Improve self-esteem & strengthen identity
“Do you consider/think that luxury clothing can improve self-esteem and strengthen your
identity etc.?”
For this item the majority of 139 (34,1%) respondents agree with the statement and 126 (30,9%)
of the respondents strongly agree with the statement. 64 (15,7%) neither disagree or agree, 42
(10,3) disagree and 37 (9,1%) strongly disagree to the statement. Mean value (3,67)

Chart 5.13 Improve self-esteem & strengthen identity
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Tool to enhance
“Do you consider that luxury clothing is being used as a tool to enhance who you are through
social media?”
A significant majority of 198 (48,5%) respondents strongly agree with the statement and 121
(29,7%) of the respondents agree with the statement. 41 (10%) neither disagree or agree, 27
(6,6%) strongly disagree and 21 (5,1%) disagree to the statement. Mean value (4,08)

Chart 5.14 Tool to enhance
Fit in
“Would you buy luxury clothing to fit in into a certain group?”
On this item the majority of 169 (41,4%) respondents strongly disagree with the statement and
100 (24,5%) of the respondents disagree with the statement. 53 (13%) of them neither disagree
or agree, 49 (12%) agree and 37 (9,1%) strongly agree to the statement. (2,23)

Chart 5.15 Fit in
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Comfortable around luxury
“Do you feel comfortable in a luxury clothing boutique? ex: Gucci, Balenciaga.”
A majority of 153 (37,5%) respondents strongly disagree with the statement and 114 (27,9%)
of the respondents disagree with the statement. 61 (15%) neither disagree or agree, 44 (10,8%)
agree and 36 (8,8%) strongly agree to the statement. Mean value (2,25)

Chart 5.16 Comfortable around luxury
Well-Being
“Do you consider/think that luxury clothing brands are consumed mainly based on their own
well-being?”
In chart 5.17 a majority of 126 (30,9%) respondents neither disagree or agree with the statement
and 114 (27,9%) of the respondents agree with the statement. 82 (20%) disagree, 58 (14,2%)
strongly agree and 28 (6,9%) of them strongly disagree to the statement. Mean value (3,23).

Chart 5.17 Well-being
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Show off on social media
“Do you consider/think that luxury clothing is mainly purchased for show off on social
media?”
On this item the majority of 145 (35,5%) respondents agree with the statement and 107 (26,2%)
of the respondents strongly agree with the statement. 91 (22,3%) of them neither disagree or
agree, 46 (11,3%) disagree and 19 (4,7%) strongly disagree to the statement. Mean value (3,67)

Chart 5.18 Show off on social media
Show who you would like to be
“Can luxury clothing show who you would like to be?”
A clear majority of 150 (36,8%) respondents agree with the statement and 115 (28,2%) of the
respondents strongly agree with the statement. 65 (15,9%) of the respondents neither disagree
or agree, 44 (10,8%) of them disagree and 34 (8,3%) strongly disagree. Mean value (3,66).

Chart 5.19 Show who you would like to be
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Show who you would like to be through social media
“Do you think that luxury clothing can be used to show who you would like to be through
social media?”
A significant majority of 171 (41,9%) respondents strongly agree with the statement and 130
(31,9%) of the respondents agree with the statement. 56 (13,7%) of the respondents neither
disagree or agree, 26 (6,4%) strongly disagree and 25 (6,1%) disagree to the statement. Mean
value (3,97)

Chart 5.20 Show who you would like to be through social media
Availability
“Do you consider that luxury clothing should be available for everyone?”
Chart 5.21 illustrates a vast majority of 163 (40%) respondents that strongly disagree with the
statement and 96 (23,5%) of the respondents disagree with the statement. 70 (17,2%) of the
respondents neither disagree or agree, 40 (9,8%) strongly agree and 39 (9,6) agree to the
statement. Mean value (2,26).

Chart 5.21 Availability
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Good economy
“Do you consider that luxury clothing show that you have good economy?”
This chart indicates that the majority of 129 (31,6%) respondents agree with the statement and
94 (23%) of the respondents strongly agree with the statement. 70 (17,2%) of the respondents
disagree, 58 (14,2%) neither disagree or agree and 57 (14%) strongly disagree with the
statement. Mean value (3,33)

Chart 5.22 Good economy
Stand out
“Do you consider/think that luxury clothing makes you stand out of the crowd?”
On the statement illustrated in Chart 5.23 the majority of the respondents 117 (28,7%) agree
with the statement and 84 (20,6%) disagree with the statement. 82 (20,1%) neither disagree or
agree, 63 (15,4%) strongly agree and 62 (15,2%) strongly disagree with the statement. Mean
value (3,09).

Chart 5.23 Stand out
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Imitate celebrities
“Do you think that luxury clothing can be used to imitate celebrities?”
A significant majority of 198 (48,5%) respondents strongly agree with the statement and 133
(33,6%) of the respondents agree with the statement. Further on 46 (11,3%) neither disagree or
agree, 19 (4,7%)disagree and 12 (2,9%) strongly disagree with the statement. Mean value
(4.19).

Chart 5.24 Imitate celebrities
Expensive
“Do you consider that luxury clothing should be expensive?”
On this item a clear majority of 195 (47,8%) respondents strongly agree with the statement and
106 (26%) of the respondents agree with the statement. 74 (18,1%) of the respondents neither
disagree or agree, 21 (5,1%) disagree and 12 (2,9%) strongly disagree with the statement
illustrated in Chart 5.25. Mean value (4,11)

5.25 Expensive
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Bought a luxury garment
“Have you purchased garment the last year, that can be considered as a luxury clothing? “
Chart 5.26 indicates that 211 of the respondents have not bought a garment that considered as
a luxury clothing and 197 of the respondents have.

Chart 5.26 Bought a luxury garment
Following on social media
“Do you follow any profiles on social media that uses this type of clothing?”
Chart 5.27 represents that a clear majority 321 (78,7%) of the respondents follow a profile on
social media that use luxury clothing and 87 (21,3%) of the respondents do not follow any
profiles that use luxury clothing.

Chart 5.27 Following on social media
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6.

Analysis

In this chapter, the study’s empirical findings will be analyzed and compared to the theoretical
framework. This will be done to test established hypothesis investigate in similarities and
differences to previous research. An analysis of the empirical findings will also be connected
to the chosen model of this study, with intention to explain the creation of the attitudes.

6.1. Social media marketing
The development of the internet and social media have giving the world a new type of
information and communication tool. The market dynamics have transformed and the
consumers have received an increased power and can threaten the competitive positions the
firms possessed before. (Alves et al, 2016; Porter, 2001) Social media enable customers and
companies communicate with each other and the communication helps to build brand loyalty
in a more effective method. (Mangold et al, 2009; Ismail, 2017) According to Alves et al.
(2016) and Gunelius (2011), communications between customers, contributes to brand
awareness, brand recognition and brand recall. All type of advertising and/or marketing that is
online on social platforms, are included as the concept of social media marketing (Husain et al.
2016). According to Husain et al. (2016), social media marketing has been proven that it's
deeply influential in how customers make their purchase decisions. By using an influencer that
is relevant for the specific market segment, it can increase the chance of success significant
(Tuten and Solomon, 2013).
Teenagers are familiar to a world with internet and their time on social media platforms is
greater than no other generation (Tari, 2011). As their development of body and mind
constantly changing during young ages, they are vulnerable (Gil et al. 2017; Gulland 2006).
According to Williams (2015) teenagers are more influential to marketing than other
generations and social media marketing is something that they are exposed to daily in a greater
range than other, due to their heavy usage.
By looking at chart 5.9, we can see that from the total 408 respondents, 78,4% strongly agree
and 16,6% of the respondents agree on that social media can have an influence when purchasing
luxury clothing. Chart 5.11 illustrate that social media can create an interest in luxury clothing,
where we can see that 63,2% strongly agree and 24% agree on it. Chart 5.9 and 5.11 clearly
strengthen the information that Williams (2015), argues for that teenagers are heavy influential
to this type of marketing. It also strengthens what Gil et al (2017), argues for, that teenagers
are vulnerable in early ages. We can also see a connection to what Tuten and Solomon (2013),
demonstrates that influencers on social media platforms can be used to influence teenagers to
interest and a purchase of luxury clothing.
By looking at chart 5.14 about using social media as a tool to enhance who you are, we have a
mean value of 4,08 that a vast majority strongly agree/agree with the statement. Additionally,
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by looking at chart 5.18, a mean value of 3,67 indicates that the majority are positive to the
statement that luxury clothing is mainly purchased for show off on social media. By using
social media to enhance who you are and show it through social media platforms, contributes
to brand loyalty which strengthen what Alves et al. (2016) and Gunelius (2011) argues for. The
heavy usage and communication through social media that Tari (2011) talks about strengthen
what Mangold et al. (2009) and Ismail (2017) argues for, which goes hand in hand what Alves
et al. (2016) and Gunelius (2011) speak of. Communication helps to build brand loyalty more
effectively than traditional methods and this can be connected to chart 5.14 and 5.18. Alves et
al. (2016) and Gunelius (2011) also argues that communications between customers over social
media platforms contributes to an increased brand awareness, brand recognition and brand
recall. This can be connected to the expose the luxury brands receive for free through the
teenager’s daily posts, where they show off the brands. Since teenager’s heavy usage of social
media, they create an own community, where these types of luxury clothing are the main
subject. The familiarity and heavy usage that Tari (2011) talks about give the teenagers a
method through social media to show their friends/followers who they want to be. By looking
at chart 5.20, a majority of the respondents agree on that social media can be used as a tool to
show who you want to be. This can directly be connected with the theory that social media can
be used to influence teenagers to a purchase of garments made by a luxury fashion clothing
brand.
Additionally, when looking at chart 5.24, about the statement that luxury clothing can be used
to imitate celebrities. We can see that a strong majority strongly agree to it and with a mean
value of 4,19, teenagers definitely think that luxury fashion clothing brands can be used as a
tool to imitate others, such as celebrities that often tend to wear these types of clothes. Again,
this can be connected to an increased brand loyalty, brand awareness, brand recognition and
brand recall (Alves et al. 2016; Gunelius, 2011; Ismail, 2017 and Mangold et al. 2009).
Of our total 408 respondents, there are 78,7% that follow a profile on social media that use this
type of luxury clothing that chart 5.27 illustrate. This can directly be connected to everything
above since this exposure of luxury fashion clothing brands impact their attitude towards luxury
fashion clothing brands. Especially teenagers, follow profiles on social media that they want to
be associated with and be a part of. They are all in a period of their lives that their body and
mind are under construction. By imitate a certain lifestyle which they have seen on social media
platforms, their act can be directly connected to the study’s first hypothesis. Because of this we
can accept our first hypothesis, since the empirical findings regarding social media marketing
have a positive result.
H1: Social media marketing positively affects teenager’s attitudes toward luxury fashion
clothing brands.

6.2. Psychological benefits and peer pressure
The consumption of luxury goods, especially luxury clothing has been important for us humans
since generations. According to Berthon et al. (2009); Kapferer (2012); Wiedmann et al.
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(2009); Stiehler and Tinson (2015), there is no specific way to define luxury. Luxury clothing
is not just about describing the garments characteristics and price, but also what the product
does and provides to the customer (Berthon et al., 2009). It can provide several things and
according to Naz and Lohdi (2016), a purchase of luxury clothing can increase the consumers
self-esteem. Low self-esteem is a factor itself that affect consumers to buy luxury clothing.
Self-esteem is a significant concept in psychology and in marketing, it has become an important
topic. By understanding the consumer behavior, marketers can manipulate a
motivation/attitude, which can affect the consumers actions. (Naz and Lohdi, 2016) The rapid
evolution of the internet, online marketing such as social media marketing is subjecting
teenagers daily with luxury clothing. A purchase is just a click away and the consumption of
luxury clothing can in some way be seen as a therapy. Consumers want to reward themselves
for their struggle at work/school and boost their self-esteem. (Vanessa Page, 2018, 19th of
October) Gulland (2006), argues that teenagers are special in considering that they want to
create an own identity, while at the same time to fit in. The study has taken up several times
that teenagers are more influential to marketing and they are therefore highly exposed to peer
pressure (Gil et al. 2017). It can affect teenagers to do things they are not completely
comfortable with in pressured situations, just to fit into a group (Santor et al. 2000; Robin and
Johnson, 1996). If teenagers experience that they don´t fit in, they may end up outside the
group. At this time, they tend to do whatever it takes to earn status and fit into their wanted
group of people. One of the most impactful way to fit in and earn status among young people
is through clothes. (Gil et al. 2017; Elliot and Leonard, 2004) The peer pressure can affect them
to buy specific brands to boost their self-esteem, earn status and impress others (Gil et al. 2017;
Prendergast and Wong, 2003).
By looking at chart 5.7, the mean value of 4,05 illustrates that a majority of our total of 408
respondents either strongly agree or agree to the statement, that they consider luxury clothing
as trendy. Clothes that are considered as trendy can impress others and in such way, boost the
consumers self-esteem. This strengthen what Gil et al. (2017) and Prendergast and Wong,
(2003) argument for. An increase in the consumer's self-esteem have a relationship to how they
feel about themselves. Therefore chart 5.12 with indications of a slight majority of agreement
to the statement that luxury clothing can make a consumer feel better. Chart 5.12 have a low
mean value of 3,17 and therefore it can only be seen as a slight connection to what Naz and
Lohdi (2016), argument for. But that teenagers considering that luxury clothes are trendy and
slightly make them feel better with an increase of self-esteem can have a connection with
Gulland’s (2006), argument that they want to fit in and create an identity that are trendy. By
including chart 5.13 that represents the statement that luxury can improve self-esteem and
strengthen identity a greater majority of the respondents agree to the statement. Chart 5.13 have
a mean value of 3,67 and can be directly connected with Naz and Lohdi (2016); Gulland (2006);
Page (2018), there all of them argues for an increased self-esteem and strengthen identity
through consumption of luxury clothing.
However, when analyzing chart 5.15 with the statement if teenagers could imagine themselves
buying luxury clothing to fit in into a certain group, a slight majority of the respondents
disagreed. With the mean value of 2,23 it indicates that teenagers cannot imagine themselves
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buy luxury clothing with the intention to fit in into a certain group. This weakens what Gil et
al. (2017); Santor et al. (2000); Robin and Johnson (1996) speaks about that peer pressure can
affect teenagers to purchase luxury clothing with intention to fit in into a certain group. This
can be true but also have a connection to socially acceptable answers. Respondents may not
want to reveal that they could fall for peer pressure and purchase luxury clothing, with intention
to fit in into a certain group. Instead, it's more likely that teenagers purchase luxury clothing
with the intention to stand out from the crowd. This due to chart 5.23 that represents just that
statement. Chart 5.23 have a slight majority of agreement to the statement and a quite low mean
value on 3,09, it can only explain a minor indication of agreement. Therefore, it also weakens
what Gil et al. (2017); Santor et al. (2000); Robin and Johnson (1996) argues for. Teenagers
are more likely to purchase garment made by a luxury fashion clothing brand with the intention
to increase self-esteem, strengthen a personal identity and feel slightly better.
Additionally, by involving chart 5.17 that represents the statement that teenagers consider that
luxury clothing is mainly purchased for their own well-being. We can see that a minor majority
by 30,9% of the total 408 respondents neither disagree or agree but with a mean value of 3,23
we can see indications that most of the respondents are agreeing, even if the mean value is low.
This strengthen once again what Naz and Lohdi (2016); Gulland (2006); Page (2018)
arguments for. The chart 5.17 indicates clear that teenagers can imagine themselves purchase
garments made by a luxury fashion clothing brand, for increasing their well-being. At last, we
have chart 5.19 that illustrates the statement if luxury clothing can show who you would like
to be. We a see a strong majority by 36,8% agreeing with the statement and 28,2% are strongly
agreeing to the statement. This indicates directly on that teenagers can use luxury clothing for
change their identity or enhance the one they already have. The mean value of 3,66 for chart
5.19 goes hand in hand with Naz and Lohdi (2016); Gulland (2006); Page (2018). It can also
be connected with that teenagers may purchase luxury clothing to fit in into a certain group that
they want to be a part of. Therefore, we decide to connect it with that teenagers may be affected
by peer pressure to acquire a luxury clothing with intentions to fit in. As Gil et al. (2017); Elliot
and Leonard, (2004) speaks of that teenagers are afraid to end up outside the group, they tend
to do whatever to fit into their wanted group. For this statement in chart 5.19, they may not
want to purchase the clothing for increase their self-esteem, but more to enhance/change their
identity.
Analyzing all the charts together we can see clear indications on that teenagers purchase or can
imagine themselves purchase luxury clothing to increase their self-esteem, well-being and
strengthen/change their identity. Of our total respondents, 197 (48,2%) of them have bought a
clothing that can be considered as a luxury clothing, according to chart 5.26 that represents that
statement. Even if there are less than 50% of them that already have purchased a luxury
clothing, the majority can imagine themselves doing it. However, there are quite low
indications that teenagers are affected by peer pressure when purchasing these types of
clothing. Therefore, our empirical findings strengthen what Naz and Lohdi (2016); Gulland
(2006); Page (2018) argues for but slightly weakens what Gil et al. (2017); Elliot and Leonard,
(2004); Prendergast and Wong, (2003); Santor et al. (2000); Robin and Johnson, (1996) argue
about peer pressure. However, Gil et al. (2017); Elliot and Leonard, (2004); Prendergast and
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Wong, (2003); Santor et al. (2000); Robin and Johnson, (1996) also speaks of that luxury
clothing can be purchased to earn status and impress others, which our empirical findings
strengthen. Due to our empirical findings and theories we cannot accept our second hypothesis
(H2), since peer pressure had too low indications to positively affect teenagers’ attitudes toward
luxury fashion clothing brands. The psychological benefits though, had strong indications to
affect teenager’s attitudes towards luxury fashion clothing brands.
H2: Psychological benefits and peer pressure positively affects teenager’s attitudes toward
luxury fashion clothing brands.

6.2.1. Maslow’s hierarchy of needs
Maslow’s hierarchy of needs is a theory created to look more closely at different types of
psychological needs. When we do not feel satisfied, we will feel a type of energy called "drive"
which motivates us to satisfy our psychological needs. (Kardes et al. 2011) By linking this to
empirics, we hope to see what drives the teenagers to purchase luxury clothes.
As mentioned before, chart 5.7 and 5.12 deal with how luxury clothing can be seen as trendy
and get a person to feel better. This can be linked to a person who has achieved his basic needs,
and strives to achieve belongingness, where one wants to have relationships with other people,
make friends (Kardes et al. 2011; Taormina et al. 2013). In today's society, teenagers find it
difficult to find a balance between the online life and their offline life (Tari, 2011). This can
then be a way of trying to belong to a group of people, where the trend is luxury clothing. To
further feel better and gain a sense of belongingness in a certain type of group. Chart 5.15 goes
as mentioned before against this, where people said they wouldn’t buy this type of clothing to
fit into a certain group.
Moreover, we have chart 5.13, 5.17, 5.19 and 5.23 which covers if luxury clothing can make
you stand out from the crowd, improve your well-being, show who you would like to be and
improve self-esteem. In all four of these charts, there are clear indications on that it was the
case. This fits with the fourth hierarchy which cover esteem (Kardes et al. 2011). In this case
they are no longer purchasing this type of clothes to fit in, but rather to feel a sense of esteem
boost or a feel of uniqueness.
Maslow’s hierarchy of needs strengthen our theories and empirical. Maslow’s hierarchy
explains more how teenagers think and strive to achieve with their purchase of luxury clothes.

6.3. Luxury marketing
As the study have highlighted before, luxury is not easy to define and no specific way to define
it (Berthon, Pitt, Parent & Berthon, 2009; Kapferer, 2012; Wiedmann, Hennigs, Siebels, 2009;
Stiehler, Tinson 2015). According to Berthon et al. (2009); Tynan et al. (2009), luxury brands
can be defined as high quality, expensive, non-essential, rare, exclusive, prestigious and also
what it provides to the customer. The strategy luxury marketing builds on that the consumers
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generally have a higher knowledge about the product/brand, since the products often have high
uniqueness (Yan and Qu, 2014). In our study are the products made by luxury fashion clothing
brands, considering to the study’s subject. With the intention that consumers need a high
knowledge about the product/brand, companies use storytelling to engage them with the brand
(Soloaga and Guerrero 2016). According to Soloaga and Guerrero (2016), storytelling is a great
way because it provides with essential information of the brand/product in a more personal and
characteristic way. Another strategy within luxury marketing is to use the consumers desire for
exclusivity which is defined as limitations in quantity, distribution or in the time of availability
(Upshaw et al. 2017). According to Kim (2014), exclusivity is a way for consumers to show
off their superiority toward others.
By looking at chart 5.3 that represents the statement if the respondents considering that luxury
clothes have good quality, we can see a vast majority of the respondents that agree to this
statement. A mean value of 3,9 show indications that teenagers do think that luxury clothes has
good quality. But including chart 5.4 the respondents disagree to the statement that luxury
clothes are more priceworthy than regular branded clothes. A low mean value of 2,52 tells us
that even if the clothes have a high quality they cannot be classified as priceworthy. This was
something that were unexpected and we experience this very interesting. It may be that luxury
fashion clothes are too expensive. However, when looking at chart 5.25 that represents the
statement if the respondents consider that this type of clothes should be expensive a great
majority strongly agreed to this. We have a mean value of 4,11 which only indicate that luxury
clothes should be expensive but not too much to be considered as priceworthy. The charts
together strengthen what Berthon et al. (2009); Tynan et al. (2009) argues for. Both of these
researchers imply that luxury clothes should be expensive, possess a higher quality. For future
researches, we can contribute to the definition of luxury clothes, that they are not priceworthy
from a teenager’s perspective.
Exclusive clothes can be connected to luxury clothes and gives the teenagers a method to show
their superiority toward others (Kim, 2014). However, according to Upshaw et al. (2017);
Berthon et al. (2009); Tynan et al. (2009), for a clothing to be considered as exclusive it has to
be limited in quantity and availability. In other terms, few people own exclusive clothes, since
they are produced in a minor quantity. By looking at chart 5.5 that represents the statement that
few people own luxury clothes a slight majority of the respondents disagreed and consider the
opposite. Therefore, a low mean value of 2,87 tells us that the majority disagree but also many
of the respondents neither disagree or agree since the mean value is close to 3,0. However, it
weakens what Upshaw et al. (2017); Berthon et al. (2009); Tynan et al. (2009), argues for that
exclusive clothes has to be limited in quantity. Our empirical findings in chart 5.5 tells us that
teenagers consider that a lot of people own luxury clothes or that they don’t know. The chart
can be seen with a low explanation and difficult to interpret, due to its mean value close to 3,0.
The respondents of our conducted survey however consider that luxury clothes should not be
available for everyone. This can be illustrated in chart 5.21 that represents this statement. The
majority strongly disagree and the result tells us that teenagers consider that luxury clothing
should only be available to a minor number of people. With a low availability, it also results in
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exclusive clothes, which now strengthen what Upshaw et al. (2017); Berthon et al. (2009);
Tynan et al. (2009) argues for.
The chart 5.6 which represents the statement that knowledge is important to appreciate luxury
clothes, gave us an expected result. The chart illustrates that a vast majority of 36,8% strongly
agree to the statement and a mean value of 3,73 only shows signs of agreement. The high
knowledge of the luxury brand engages the teenagers to appreciate the products even more and
it also gives the users of these clothes a superiority since people know the facts about the clothes
they wear. The results of chart 5.6 strengthen what Yan and Qu (2014) speaks of. The high
knowledge allows brands like Gucci, Prada and Louis Vuitton a marketing strategy that works.
These companies often use storytelling in their strategy since they provide with the history
behind the brands and craftwork. This directly gives the consumers a high knowledge about
the brand in a more personal and characteristic way (Soloaga and Guerrero, 2016).
According to Berthon et al. (2009); Tynan et al. (2009) luxury clothes is non-essential and this
study associate that the same as unnecessary. With help of chart 5.8 that represents the
statement that luxury clothes have to be unnecessary, to be considered as luxurious, we can see
a strong majority of the respondents that strongly disagree. The mean value of 2,12 explains
that teenagers really don't agree with Berthon et al. (2009) and Tynan et al. (2009) with this
aspect. Our choice of asking the respondents if they were interested in luxury clothing that
chart 5.10 illustrates, shows that a significant majority have an interest for this type of clothes.
This can be connected with that the majority of our total 408 respondents are interested and
have knowledge about luxury clothes. The high interest and knowledge could be acquired
through all marketing teenagers are more influential to through luxury marketing. This could
be one explanation to their attitude.
Chart 5.16 represents the statement if the respondents feel comfortable in a luxury clothing
boutique we can see that teenagers strongly disagree. This result could be explained that
teenagers might not purchase their clothes in a physical boutique. The study has highlighted
their heavy usage of internet and they might purchase their clothes there instead. This is
something that is important for future research to investigate in. Since we have no knowledge
of where they purchase this type of clothes we cannot connect chart 5.16 to our theoretical
reference frame.
Additionally, by looking at chart 5.22 that represents the statement if luxury clothing gives
indications on good economy a majority agreed. A mean value of 3,33 tells us that teenagers
think that luxury clothes can be used to show their superiority through good economy. The look
of having a good economy can be associated with prestigious and strengthen the theory Berthon
et al. (2009); Tynan et al. (2009; Kim (2014), speaks of.
Our empirical findings strengthen that knowledge is key for a successful strategy within luxury
marketing and that luxury brands such as Gucci can use storytelling to give the teenagers
knowledge about their brand and products. Teenagers have a huge interest of luxury clothes
and purchase them, among other things to show good economy, superiority and prestige.
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Exclusivity can be used as a marketing tool since teenagers have knowledge that the clothes
only are created in a minor quantity. They think that luxury clothes should be expensive and
not available for everyone which strengthen exclusivity. That luxury clothes should be nonessential/unnecessary to be called luxurious slightly weakens our definition of luxury.
Teenagers today, think that luxury clothes are essential and might explain the huge increase of
sales companies such as Gucci and Louis Vuitton have experienced of this target group. Due
to all this we can accept our third hypothesis with slight modifications. These modifications
might already have been made and is something that our conclusion will further cover.
H3: Luxury marketing positively affects teenager’s attitudes toward luxury fashion clothing
brands.

6.4. ABC model of attitudes
In order to look at the underlying factors that create teenager’s attitudes toward luxury fashion
clothing brands, the study use the components of the ABC-model of attitudes. The different
components are affect, behavior and cognition and are all connected to the creation of an
attitude. We have used the model to help our analysis how the attitudes are created and what
they are based on. Depending on which component that is the core in attitude creation, it
prevails what underlying factor is most effective to teenager’s.

6.4.1. Social Media
Within the component affect which treat the feelings that are behind a purchase (Askegaard et
al. 2013). We have chosen to look at chart 5.11 and chart 5.14 since they can be connected to
the component affect and the theory social media marketing. Chart 5.11 represents the
statement if teenagers can consider that an interest in luxury clothing can be created through
social media. This is connected to that a sense of interest in luxury clothing can be created by
seeing others use and show it on social media. Here, an overwhelming amount has replied that
they strongly agree (63.2%) and the mean value is 4.46. This suggests that the component affect
has a great impact on teenager’s creation of an attitude towards luxury clothing. Furthermore,
we have Chart 5.14 which represents the statement that luxury clothing is being used as a tool
to enhance who you are through social media. This is also an item directly linked to affect
where a large majority of the respondents strongly agree (48.5%) and the mean value is 4.08.
This indicates that there can actually be a strong connection, that the component affect has a
positive impact through social media marketing on how the creation of teenager’s attitudes
toward luxury fashion clothing brands are created.
Within the component behavior that emphasizes the person's intentions to do with the product
(Askegaard et al. 2013). We have looked at chart 5.18, 5.20 and 5.24 since they strongly
connect with the component as well as our theory social media marketing. Chart 5.18 illustrates
the statement that luxury clothing is mainly purchased for show off on social media, where the
majority of the respondents (35.5%) agree with the statement. The mean value 3.67 also
demonstrates that the respondents are positive too the statement. Chart 5.20 is representing the
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statement that luxury clothing can be used to show who you would like to be through social
media. Which also connects with the component behavior and a large majority of the
respondents (41.9%) agree with the statement the mean value of 3.97 shows strong indications
that the respondents are positive about the statement. As well as the items above, chart 5.24
with the statement that luxury clothing can be used to imitate celebrities, indicates that a
majority of the respondents (48.5%) strongly agree and the mean value 4.19 is very positive.
As well as the component affect, the responses from our conducted survey, indicates that the
component behavior have a positive impact through social media marketing on the creation of
attitudes toward luxury fashion clothing brands. However, not that significant as the component
affect indicates to have.
Within the component cognition that covers the knowledge and beliefs a person has of an object
(Askegaard et al. 2013). For this component, we have chosen to review chart 5.9 and 5.27,
since they can be connected to the component cognition and our theory social media marketing.
Chart 5.9 represents the statement that social media can be used to influence the purchase of
luxury clothing. This is linked to cognition, since it concerns the consumer's knowledge and/or
beliefs. Chart 5.9 indicates that a great majority of the respondents (78.4%), strongly agree with
the statement and the mean value is 4.72. Furthermore, we can see in chart 5.27, that concerns
if the respondents follow any profiles on social media that uses this type of clothing. A vast
majority of 78.7% do follow profiles on social media that use this type of clothing. This can be
connected to knowledge in such manner that the teenager’s get knowledge about the clothing
through their social network. The empirical findings indicate that cognition have a positive
impact through social media marketing on the creation of teenager’s attitudes toward luxury
fashion clothing brands. However, same for the component behavior it has not that significant
impact as the component affect indicates to have.
Within social media marketing we can see that the component affect tends to be the strongest
core component in the hierarchy and further followed by the component behavior and finally
the cognitive component. This implies on that the experiential hierarchy explains best how
teenager’s motivation drives them to a purchase of clothing made by a luxury fashion clothing
brand.

6.4.2. Psychological benefits and peer-pressure
Within the component affect, we connected the following charts 5.7, 5.12 and 5.13. Chart 5.7
represents the statement if teenagers consider luxury clothing as trendy where strongly agree
was the most common answer of the respondents. More specific 44,6% of them which explains
the mean value of 4.05. Chart 5.13 represents the statement that luxury clothing can improve
self-esteem and strengthen identity. By analyzing this chart, we were given a mean value of
3,67. These two charts have indicated that the component affect, which treat emotions can be
seen as an underlying factor that positively affects teenager’s attitudes towards luxury clothing
when it comes to the theory about psychological benefits and peer pressure. Chart 5.12
represents the statement that luxury clothing makes you feel better and the most common
answer is that the respondents strongly agree (23,5%), but the answers are very evenly
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distributed over the entire scale. This makes it difficult for us to actually get anything out of
the answers. However, we can see a very weak indication that they look favorably on the issue
when the mean value is 3,17. The component affect is directly connected to psychological
benefits and peer pressure, in such manner that it strengthens the theory when it comes to that
teenagers tend to purchase luxury clothes because they want to improve self-esteem and/or
strengthen their identity. Therefore, it can be explained as a underlying factor for teenagers
attitudes toward luxury fashion clothing brands. A conclusion will further be concluded in
upcoming chapter.
The next component which are behavior are connected to chart 5.15, 5.17 and 5.23. Chart 5.15
relate to the statement if teenagers would purchase luxury clothing to fit in into a certain group
and the most common respond is that the respondents strongly disagree (41,4%) and have the
mean value of 2,23. This can be analyzed in such way that teenagers cannot imagine themselves
purchase luxury clothes with the intention to fit in into a certain group. Therefore, it weakens
their purchase decision when analyzing the component behavior. As mentioned before this
component is based on the person's intention to use or purchase the clothing for. Teenagers
cannot see themselves purchase luxury clothes with this intention. By looking at chart 5.17
which relate to the statement that luxury clothing brands are consumed mainly based on
teenagers own well-being, has the most common answer as neither disagree or agree which
make this item hard to evaluate. The mean value is 3,23 which tends to the positive but it’s still
very vague to give a more explanation in teenager’s intentions. Additionally, by looking at
chart 5.23 that concerns the statement that luxury clothing makes you stand out of the crowd,
the majority of the respondents (28,7%) agreed but the spread on this item made it hard to
evaluate this as well since the mean value is 3,09. To connect the answers to the chosen model,
the behavior component is very neutral. This tells us that behavior is not a critical factor in
building attitudes towards luxury clothes with intentions concerning teenager’s psychological
benefits through a purchase of luxury clothes but it still have an important role.
The last component we are looking at are cognition which is connected to chart 5.19 that
represents the statement if luxury clothing could show who you would like to be. Where
knowledge or a belief are something you need, to have an idea of who you are and who you
would like to be to create an ideal self-image. The result indicates positive connections between
cognition and psychological benefits where the majority of the respondents agree (36,8%) and
the mean value is 3,66. Even though we may have wanted a higher level of certainty to give us
a conclusion we are happy with the outcome of the responses. However, cognition could be
connected to the other charts, such as the one that we chose to connect with the component
affect. Instead of building their attitudes on feelings and emotions, they could technically be
based on knowledge and beliefs. Therefore, cognition is a component that could also represent
the core to the attitude teenagers create with a purchase this type of clothes. As an example, a
teenager’s feelings of purchasing a luxury clothing could be that they receive a boost in their
self-esteem or strengthen their identity. It could also start from that a teenager’s knowledge and
belief of purchasing a luxury clothing will increase their self-esteem or strengthen their identity.
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Within psychological benefits and peer pressure we can see that the component affect tends to
be the strongest core component in the hierarchy and further followed by the component
behavior and finally the cognitive component. This implies on that the experiential hierarchy
explains best how teenager’s motivation drives them to a purchase of clothing made by a luxury
fashion clothing brand.

6.4.3. Luxury marketing
To connect our items within our theory of luxury marketing to ABC-Model of attitudes, they
have once again linked to the three components that builds an attitude (affect, behavior and
cognition).
In the component affect we have connected the items 5.10, 5.16 and 5.21. Both Chart 5.10 and
5.21 shows us positive responses where chart 5.10 illustrate a majority of the respondents
strongly agree (30,9%) and the mean value is 3,49. In chart 5.21 there are even clearer
responses where 40% strongly disagree to the statement and the mean value is 2,26. This shows
that luxury marketing positively affects emotions (affect) in terms of interest and that these
items should not be available for everyone. Chart 5.16 which covers comfortability in a luxury
boutique, shows the opposite where the responses indicate feelings the teenagers experience
inside a luxury store. These feeling are seen as negative.
The second component in creating an attitude, is behavior and it is connected to chart 5.22 and
5.25. Chart 5.22 representing the connection between luxury clothes and a good economy. The
chart shows that most of the respondents agree to the statement (31,6%) and the mean value
tends to the positive 3,33. Chart 5.25 represents that luxury clothes should be expensive and
illustrates even clearer answers, 47,8% of the respondents strongly agrees and the mean value
is 4,11. Behavior indicates positively that those who purchase luxury clothes want to show that
they have a good economy, which we have linked to a certain type of behavior where you want
to show superiority. Therefore, behavior can be explained that teenagers buy luxury clothes
with intention to show their superiority.
The third component in creating an attitude is cognition. To this component we have connected
chart 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.6 and 5.8. Cognition is based on the consumers knowledge and beliefs of
the object (Askegaard et al. 2013). Chart 5.3 represents that teenagers consider luxury clothes
have high quality the majority of respondent agree (41,7%), the mean value is 3,90.
Additionally by including Chart 5.6 that just represents if knowledge about the brand is
important to experience it as luxurious the respondents strongly agree with a majority of 36,8%
and the mean value 3,73. Chart 5.8 illustrates is connected to cognition in such manner that the
teenagers consider that luxury clothes are unnecessary and 44,3% of them strongly disagree
which gives a mean value of 2.12. Chart 5.3, 5.6, 5.8 indicates that cognition is a component
which strongly increase positive attitudes toward luxury clothing in such manner that
teenager’s knowledge or beliefs increase their perspective to the positive. This can lead to an
attitude of purchase if their knowledge and beliefs go hand in hand with the brand. However,
chart 5.4 and 5.5 shows the opposite. They represent price worthiness and ownership of luxury
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clothes compared to ordinary branded clothes. The mean values are low and therefore
illustrating that teenager’s attitudes can be lowered if their knowledge or beliefs points to
negative. We connect these charts to cognition and our theory luxury marketing since teenagers
can create knowledge or beliefs through luxury marketing strategies, such as storytelling.
This can be connected to knowledge in such manner that the teenager’s get knowledge about
the clothing’s through their social network. The empirical findings indicate that cognition have
a positive impact through social media marketing on the creation of teenager’s attitudes toward
luxury fashion clothing brands. However, same for the component behavior it has not that
significant impact as the component affect indicates to have.
Summarized we can see that attitudes among teenagers are mostly affected by the component
affect through luxury marketing. Since the charts connected to the component affect has the
most positive results it gives indications on this. The component cognition has both positive
and negative results for indicate that teenagers mostly create their attitude through luxury
marketing. For example, in chart 5.4 that covers if the respondents think that luxury clothes are
more priceworthy than other ordinary branded clothes. The majority of the respondents
disagreed with the statement. This indicates that luxury products are not as affordable as
products from other ordinary brands. But what we can see instead is that intangible product
attributes such as brand names make their products more attractive (Askegaard et al. 2013),
which indicates that affect can have a greater impact than cognition in this statement. Behavior
is a component where we only had two charts connected to it. However, both of the charts
indicate heavenly that teenagers attitude of an object positively affect their attitude of
purchasing luxury clothes. Behavior tend to show strong impacts on teenagers but not that
vastly as the component affect.
Within luxury marketing we can see that once again the component affect tends to be the
strongest core component in the hierarchy and further followed by the component behavior and
finally the cognitive component. This implies on that the experiential hierarchy explains best
how teenager’s motivation drives them to a purchase of clothing made by a luxury fashion
clothing brand.
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7.

Conclusion

In this part of the chapter a conclusion and a discussion will take place. The discussion will be
based on our own thoughts and findings. A result will be conducted connected to the purpose
of the study and give our answer of the research question. Advices for further researches will
be given, based on our creation of knowledge through this conducted study.

7.1. Discussion
To examine this purpose, we have with frequent investigation studied how teenager’s attitudes
toward luxury fashion clothing brands actually are in reality and how their attitudes have been
created. Our study has shown us that different types of marketing can affect teenager’s attitudes
in different types of extent. The research is focused from a company’s perspective and by
asking the market through a survey, this research can generalize all teenagers in Sweden and
facilitate for companies when targeting this specific target group. Since the needed number of
respondents were 385 and our survey had 408 respondents it can be representative to all
teenager’s in Sweden with a 95% certainty. With help of the theories from previous studies and
the results from our own empirical findings, it has enabled us to draw conclusions, which can
be reflected to the reality in Sweden. Our ambition is and has always been, to let luxury fashion
clothing brands get inspired by our study and acquire knowledge in how they can market their
brands to Swedish teenagers. By examine and create an understanding the underlying factors,
a marketing strategy can be formed in a much more customized form, with intention to match
teenager’s as a target group.
In our study, we have acquired knowledge about different theories how to interact with
teenager’s through marketing. We have seen a pattern how important it is to market luxury
clothes, through right channels and with the right content suited for teenager’s. We can see a
difference in how teenagers perceive the marketing and forming their attitudes towards luxury
fashion clothing brands. With help of our chosen model, we have created a perception of which
component that match teenager’s best. The component “affect” which concerns a person’s
emotions and feelings have the greatest impact when forming an attitude among teenager’s.
Our theories and empirical findings have strengthened that teenagers’ today have a positive
attitude towards luxury fashion clothing brands and can imagine themselves purchasing these
heavy expensive clothes, as long as they provide with certain outcomes to them. Such as,
increasing their self-esteem, changing and strengthen their identity, show superiority and fit
in/stand out from certain social groups.
Based on our empirical findings we could accept two of our hypothesis. Our second hypothesis
cannot be accepted since we lack in deep information about how peer pressure could impact
teenagers’ attitudes. We leave that to future researches to investigate more in since our
empirical findings could not match previous studies within this area. However, we can fully
accept H1 and H3 and therefore can deliver guidance to companies that want to market their
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luxury fashion clothing brands to teenagers’. Even if H2 cannot be accepted, we can see that
psychological benefits strongly impact teenagers’ attitudes. Our conclusion of the hypothesis
is that social media marketing is the best method to use when reaching out to teenagers.
However, by including the different methods into social media marketing, there is a possibility
for even more significant impact on their attitudes. By mainly market these luxury products in
a way that companies indirectly inform about psychological benefits of the products through
storytelling and using a well-known influencer through social media channels, they can affect
the teenagers buying behavior vastly.
The market of luxury clothing is currently contemporary and our findings can help companies
understand the market and how to adapt to it. With help of this study you can acquire an
understanding of our conclusion about the underlying factors that creates teenager’s attitudes.
Our data strengthen previous studies and gives a higher explanation how to use marketing when
targeting teenagers within this market segment. Another finding provided by our result is that
teenagers don’t feel comfortable in luxury boutiques, instead due to their heavy usage of
internet and social media platforms, we could imagine that their purchases are being made
online. However, this is nothing we can guarantee since we lack deep information in where
they purchase these luxury clothes. It is only based on our analysis and common sense that
that's how they purchase the clothes.
Our purpose was to examine the underlying factors that affect teenager’s attitudes towards
luxury fashion brands and with help of our secondary data and primary data, this study explains
that the attitude is highly positive. It is positive since teenagers imagine that a purchase of
luxury clothes can contribute to several positive accomplishments. The study argues and
strengthen previous studies that a different identity, superiority, status, self-esteem, prestige,
exclusivity, trendiness is accomplishments teenagers strive to achieve with a consumption of
luxury clothes. All of these accomplishments are part of the underlying factors that creates their
positive attitude, since mainly they have a feeling that they can acquire this with a purchase.
Affect is the strongest component when it comes to build an attitude and the experiential
hierarchy can explain the process best in teenager’s creation of attitudes.
So, how can companies market their luxury fashion clothing brands to Swedish teenagers?
With help of our study and our conclusion we can share the importance of knowledge in the
underlying factors when it comes to affecting teenager’s attitudes. Companies should not try
to brand unknown luxury clothes to this market segment. They need to put their soul and heart
and tell a story about the product and the brand for an increased brand awareness. By touching
teenager’s emotions and show the psychological benefits with a purchase of their luxury
product, a significant increase of success will be reached. Giving the teenager’s a feeling what
the outcome of a purchase can be, the total sales will increase in a rapid pace. If then the
teenager’s outcome tends to be the same as the feeling they had, they will spread their
knowledge to others and a buzz has been created. The best way to reach them are through social
media platforms.
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As mentioned above, the study is mainly suited for companies that are in this industry or want
to get in into the industry. However, it is also a study that could be interesting for theorists and
practitioners when testing these strategies in the practice or using the results for future
researches in this topic. It is still after this study, quite unexplored and by digging deeper, we
ensure that several new aspects play an important role in teenager’s creation of attitudes
towards luxury fashion clothing brands. Some suggestions will be mentioned in the chapter
below. Due to above, this study’s academic contribution is that it illustrates some underlying
factors that play a crucial part in teenager’s creation of attitudes. Another academic contribution
is that we have adapted the “ABC-model of attitudes” to this study’s specific chosen theories
with intentions to understand the theories relationship to attitudes. Rather than only using it for
examine a certain type of consumer behavior, which it has mostly been used in previous
researches.

7.2. Limitations
Our results are based on Swedish teenager’s and therefore it shouldn’t be taken for granted that
the same result will be given in international countries. The result is also based on a western
country’s perspective, that can experience luxury in a different way that a developing country
experience luxury.
Our result can only represent generation Z in Sweden, and not in another country. Result may
vary a lot from a country to another country.
If we had chosen to examine more underlying factors than we have done, the result could have
been different. The core component in building an attitude may vary and the experiential
hierarchy may not be the best for explain the teenager’s purchase behavior.

7.3. Suggestion on future research
During the time for our study we have come across some interesting phenomenon and found
new aspects to look at connecting to this study. These will be presented as our suggestions on
future research.
Our first suggestion is to look at resell and hype, these are theories that we have come across
more than once and are strongly connected to the secondhand market of luxury clothing. Within
the area of luxury clothes, teenagers have started to queue outside luxury boutiques when new
collections are released to buy as much “hyped products” as possible to “resell” the items on
the secondary market for a higher price. We found this engaging, and this could be an
interesting angle to look at. Hype can be driven by companies but also by subgroups that have
a high interested in limited edition collections from these kinds of brands.
It would also be interesting to continue on our track we have led for the foundation with a
qualitative investigation to go deeper into the factors that drives teenagers to buy these types
of clothes. This could also focus more on peer-pressure which we had a hard time getting any
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results from. Further, this could lead to a deeper understanding of what makes teenagers get
these strong affective feelings that leads to their purchase of luxury fashion clothes.
Another idea is to compare our result we got from our empirical findings with another
generation. This is an unexplored area where similarities and differences can lead to new
exciting strategies that companies can adapt for different target groups. There are also
possibilities to look at other cultures and countries that are either wealthier or less prosperous
than Sweden and see if the results differ. This could be a good aspect for companies to have a
look at, to evaluate how they are perceived by teenager’s in different cultures.
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Appendix
Survey Questions
Gender
Age
Do you consider/think that luxury clothes has good quality?
Do you consider/think that luxury clothing generally are more priceworthy than regular
branded clothing? (ex Gucci vs Gant)
Do you consider/think that there are few people that own luxury clothing?
Do you consider/think that knowledge about the brand is important to appreciate luxury
clothing?
Do you consider/think that luxury clothing are trendy?
Do you consider that social media can be used to influence the purchase of luxury clothing?
Do you consider that luxury clothing has to be unnecessary, to be considered as luxurious?
Are you interested in luxury clothing?
Do you consider that an interest for luxury clothing can be created through social media?
Can luxury clothing make you feel better?
Do you consider/think that luxury clothing can improve self-esteem and strengthen your
identity etc.?
Do you consider that luxury clothing are being used as a tool to enhance who you are through
social media?
Would you buy luxury clothing to fit in into a certain group?
Do you feel comfortable in a luxury clothing boutique? ex: Gucci, Balenciaga.
Do you consider/think that luxury clothing brands are consumed mainly based on their own
well-being?
Do you consider/think that luxury clothing is mainly purchased for show off on social media?
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Can luxury clothing show who you would like to be?
Do you think that luxury clothing can be used to show who you would like to be through social
media?
Do you consider that luxury clothing should be available for everyone?
Do you consider that luxury clothing show that you have good economy.
Do you consider/think that luxury clothing make you stand out of the crowd?
Do you think that luxury clothing can be used to imitate celebrities?
Do you consider that luxury clothing should be expensive?
Have you purchased garment the last year, that can be considered as a luxury clothing?
Do you follow any profiles on social media that uses this type of clothing?
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